Course name
Seminar in Computer Systems (236827)

Short description
The seminar will expose students to a broad range of exciting topics from the forefront of practical research in computer systems, related to operating systems, computer architecture, system security, parallelism, storage, virtualization, cloud computing, and more. Students will be required to read research papers and to present them in class. Papers selection is such that many of the papers have been awarded "best paper" within the leading academic venues in which they were published.

Prerequisite courses
- For CS students:
  234123 - operating systems
  234267 - digital computer architecture
- For EE students:
  046209 - structure of operating systems
  046267 - computer architecture
(Exceptions may apply if the student has acquired similar knowledge elsewhere.)

Registration
- You should register to the course through the ordinary channels, and, in addition, you should fill out the following online form: http://tinyurl.com/cs236827
- The number of participants, however, is limited. Acceptance notifications will be emailed to registered students by the end of the first week of the semester.

For more details see the course
http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/~dan/course/scs/